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Archive audiences and long term conditions
Typical leisure user demographics include:

• Older age groups
•

Identifying as disabled or with a long term
condition around 17%

• Primarily mobility, sensory and some cognitive
challenges
• But surveys suggest significantly less disability
among archive users than the whole population

Selections from the ARA Survey of
Visitors to UK Archives, 2019

Typical pre-pandemic offer for users with long-term
conditions
•

A reason to leave the house – sense of place and purpose

• Social volunteering focused largely on older age groups
•

Skills development and return to work opportunities particularly
for neurodiverse people

•

Proactive outreach to older people, including reminiscence
therapy for people with dementia

ARA Survey of Archive Users 2019

• Engagement with excluded groups specific to their
needs/interests

Warwickshire Archives volunteers

•

Significant physical requirements to participate actively in many of
these, high dwell time on site

•

Entirely an indoor offer: preservation requirements paramount

Norfolk Record Office

WOVeN project: Warwickshire Archives online
volunteering
•

Remote volunteering already underway pre-pandemic, though “We experienced a rapid rise in
volunteer numbers during the initial phase of the lockdown.”

•

“We welcome individuals who face workplace barriers, and have found that a volunteer on the
Autistic spectrum finds our structured tasks suit his needs perfectly.”

•

A volunteer says: “This experience has given a flavour of the lives of the working people of
Warwickshire and their troubles. I am not isolated but I do care for my sister who has severe
learning disabilities and cerebral palsy so it is refreshing to get involved with something
interesting like this.”

Sentiment Analysis for Reopening - summer 2020

The value of archives – and the challenge

“…I am nearly 67 so am I at risk if I visit archives. I need
to research – as need to keep active now I am
unexpectedly alone.”
Survey respondent, summer 2020

Pandemic positives
•

Opening or growing an outreach offer

•

Expanded online volunteering offer

•

Social media offer

•

Proactively documenting the pandemic and individuals

“…many services wanted to use the appeal and interest of
archives to offer to people feeling isolated by pandemic
restrictions…”
TNA Pandemic Impact Survey late 2020

Reaching out remotely
•

Opportunities for regular outreach moved online

• Staff and user familiarity with platforms made this immediately
viable

HBAH national campaign logo
https://www.historybeginsathome.or
g/

•

Memories and images from outside provided stimulation for
isolated people

•

National social media campaigns (History Begins at Home)
encouraged cross-generational conversations

Memory work offered by North West Sound Archive
https://northwestsoundheritage.org/memory-work/

Anne Lister Code Breakers: West Yorkshire Archives

“In my office, transcribing in my
boxers as I can’t fit my busted
Knee into trousers, while
everything is a bit shit, has made
me even more emotionally
invested in being an
#AnneListerCodeBreaker.”

West Yorkshire Archive Service: digitised page
of Anne Lister’s diary shared with digitisation
volunteers

Anon volunteer,
WYAS Anne Lister Volunteering Case Study

Physical becomes digital
•

Onsite exhibitions became online exhibitions

• In-person workshops moved online
•

Performance output filmed and online

• Reach was greater, travel requirement minimised, content
available for longer
Change Minds/Upshoot Theatre
https://www.upshoottheatrecompany.
com/dr-hills-casebook

•

The National Archives “With Love” exhitibion
https://www.nationalarchives.gov.uk/withlove/exhibition/

Maximising impact from one activity

Representing experiences: core archive roles

Stockport2020 exhibition
https://stockport2020.co.uk/janet-el-mikatti/

Disabled People’s Archive
•

Greater Manchester Coalition of Disabled People

• Records representing experiences from the 1980s onwards
•

Physical collections held at Archives+, Manchester Central Library

• NLHF support for a new accessible website during lockdown
https://disabledpeoplesarchive.com/
Image credit: Disabled People’s
Archive

•

2021 onwards cataloguing projects accompanied by developing
accessibility guidelines for collections, especially digital collections,
employing a team of disabled people

•

Collaborative effort of local authority and disabled people in
ensuring experiences are preserved and made accessible – and
that disabled people continue to hold the narrative about their
history and heritage

Pandemic challenges
•

Loss of spaces to congregate, socialise and visit regularly

•

Caution in returning and caution in reopening

•

Volunteering cohorts decreased or lost

•

Digital offer has significant limitations: +/-5% of collections available online

•

A rushed, inaccessible online offer for some

• Sustaining the digital while reopening the physical stretches resource

They recognise in hindsight that while the archive was open and
ready to welcome people not everyone was ready to return and
take part in communal practical experiences
Case Study on Archives Wigan and Leigh creative engagement project
2021

Strategic snapshot: archives
•

Return to “normal” remains hesitant: an unclear medium-term,
premises constraints

•

Archive audiences remain committed to the value of heritage and
the importance of documenting their experiences

• Sustaining onsite and digital offer requires resource – and means
making choices
• A remote digital offer can engage and empower some
•

An onsite offer supports engagement, socialising and people
skills, often for those who lack other opportunities

• People with long term conditions and disabilities have divergent
needs: think broadly about what accessibility means and don’t
assume one solution fits all
•

Understanding impact needs to recognise remote
and deep impacts, not just attendance

